
R sessions

There will be six two-hour hands-on sessions on R programming, three sessions per week.
The first week will be devoted to the basics of R programming, and aim to give you an
overview of R and RStudio, and provide you the tools to successfully follow the sessions
of the second week, which will be devoted to example applications on R in ecology. Topics
for the first week include the basics of:

- Data management in R

- writing code with style

- find your way in Rstudio

- reproducible reporting

- data structures in R: vectors, matrices, lists, and dataframes

- programming basics: apply family, loops, conditionals, functions

- basic graphics and a peek into ggplot

- installing and loading packages

That's a lot to cover in six hours, and we'll only scratch the surface to the depth that you'll
feel comfortable with. Throughout the week, we'll work with example from ecological to
motivate you.

The  second  week  will  be  devoted  to  some  specific  R  applications.  On  Tuesday,  Dr.
Bartumeus, who will be lecturing in the morning, will introduce you to an R package for the
analysis of animal movement that his research group has been developing (see below).
Monday and Wednesday will introduce you to GLMs (generalized linear models), possibly
with a short foray into mixedmodels, and R tools for community ecology.
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The  EMbC  package:  Expectation-maximization  binary  clustering  for  behavioural
annotation

The growing capacity to process and store animal tracks has spurred the development of
new methods to segment animal trajectories into their  elementary units of movement:
behavioral  modes.  Key  challenges  for  movement  trajectory  segmentation  are  to  (i)



minimize the need for supervision, (ii) limit analytical complexity (number of parameters
and prior assumptions), (iii) avoid sensitivity to prior assumptions and/or initial values, and
(iv) capture sufficiently general and biologically meaningfully semantics.

Here we present a new algorithm for behavioural annotation, as an R-package, that aims to
solve these challenges. The EMbC algorithm (Expectation-Maximization binary Clustering)
is a variant of the Gaussian Mixture Model maximum likelihood estimation algorithm, also
known  as  Expectation-Maximization  Clustering.  This  novel  algorithm  fills  a  gap  in
movement trajectory segmentation procedures by reaching a good compromise between
meaningful  and  easily  interpretable  behavioural  segmentation  and  sound  (and  robust)
statistical  performance.  As  an  unsupervised,  multivariate  method,  which  considers  the
correlation of the variables and the reliability of data points, the EMbC algorithm is suited
for big data and comparative analyses in other ecological disciplines.


